
Entrance to Tangeman University Center (2600 Clifton Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45220) 

  

Enter / Drive here to access parking 

 

Parking Garage (Any garage can be used but these are the closest. Parking is typically $5 but can vary if there are special events in the adjoining building.  

On-street parking is also available on Calhoun Street and Clifton Avenue.) 

 

Walk this path to reach Tangeman University Center. 



EXHIBIT AND PERFORMANCE PARTICIPANTS ONLY 

Students who have exhibits or lots of props for a performance can be dropped off near 

Tangeman University Center by having a friend or family member drive the path 

described to the left. Participants driving themselves can drop items off here but will 

need to leave items by the door while they park then return to carry them upstairs. 

 

Take Corry Boulevard toward the CCM garage. Stay to the right and take the ramp up to 

the CCM Plaza. 

 

Turn right just past the Dieterle Center. The road will head down and curve. At the 

bottom of the hill turn right again. You should be between Tangeman Center and the 

Stadium. 

 

A staff member or volunteer should be present directing traffic. Please follow directions 

about where to park, and where to enter the building. 

***Cars can not be left unattended under any circumstances! This is strictly for the 

purposes of drop off/unloading and pick up. 

 

Students will be entering the building on the ground floor and need to take the elevator 

to the 3rd floor to check in. Please look for signs inside the building to help get you to the 

right place. 

 

Drivers should go back on Bearcat Way, around CCM Plaza and down the ramp. 

 

Take the round-about almost 360 to enter the CCM garage. 

 

From the CCM garage, enter the doors for the Electronic Media Studios take the elevator 

to level 4 of the building and take the bridge to Tangeman Center. 

 


